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Communicating the Value of Vaccines
Vaccines are some of the most impactful public health advances, helping prevent
or eliminate many infectious diseases
• Vaccines have prevented the spread of many infectious diseases and have
eliminated some of the most devastating conditions in may parts of the world
• 16 diseases are now preventable in the United States
• Disease prevention impacts the economy through reduced health care costs
and avoiding lost productivity, with an estimated $1.4 trillion in societal costs
saved
• Biopharmaceutical companies have the specialized skills and experience to
navigate successful vaccine development and are committed to a safe and
effective vaccine to help combat COVID-19
Source: PhRMA.org
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Five Key Areas Driving Progress in COVID-19

Diagnostics and
Testing

Repurposing
Existing Medicines

Developing
Vaccines

Developing New
Treatments

Ramping up
Manufacturing
Capacities
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Ensuring Diversity in Clinical Trials
• First Principles on Clinical Trial Diversity
(released November 2020)
• 4 Primary Areas of Focus:
• Educate the medical community and patients on
the role of clinical trials

• Promote information about diversity and
inclusion in clinical trial participation, build trust
while acknowledging wrong doings
• Reduce barriers to clinical trial access (i.e.
enrollment/ retention, trial design and eligibility
criteria)
• Use data to enhance information on diverse
populations beyond product approval

https://www.phrma.org/Press-Release/PhRMA-Announces-First-Ever-Industry-Wide-Principles-on-Clinical-Trial-Diversity
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It Will Take a Minimum of 18 to 24 Months for
Potential FDA Approval of a COVID-19 Vaccine
Faster Timeline

Differing Approaches

• This is significantly less time
than it has taken for previous
vaccine development
programs
• In 2003, it took 20 months from
sequencing SARS to the first
human study of a vaccine
• Today, it has been less than 4
months from sequencing
SARS-CoV-2 to the first human
study of a vaccine

• Some approaches offer speed
• Knowing the virus’s genetic
sequence, companies can
synthesize and scale up
production of a RNA vaccine
in a matter of weeks
• Some approaches can boost
the impact of a potential
vaccine
• Adjuvants can boost the
immune response and minimize
the amount of vaccine needed

Failure Rate

• There is a high failure rate
• Only 5-10% are likely to succeed
• We need lots of shots on goal
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Safety and Efficacy of Vaccines is a Priority

Stringent regulatory standards
and requirements

Committed to FDA’s
safety and review process
(gold standard for the world)

Industry is sharing data and
protocols in real time
Monitoring continues
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Developing Treatments and Vaccines to Fight COVID-19

There are 1795 clinical trials under way
across the globe for vaccinations and treatments.

1795

186

Investigating Vaccines

1609

Investigating Therapies

Clinical Trials

Data as of 4/2/2020

Source: World Health Organization International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP)
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Using Many Approaches to Develop Vaccines

Live Attenuated
(Measles)

Non-replicating Viral Vector
(MERS, HIV, Influenza)

Inactivated
(Influenza, Polio)

Replicating Viral Vector
(Measles, Horsepox, Influenza)

Protein Subunit
(Hepatitis B)

DNA
(Novel approach)

RNA
(Novel approach)
Source: World Health Organization International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP)
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Clinical & Preclinical Stage Vaccine Pipeline
Preclinical

Phase 1

Phase 2

BARDA / DoD funding

OWS funded

Jointly developed

Phase 3

EUA

Approve
d

Gamaleya Research
Institute

Viral
Vector
Viral
Inactivated
RNA1

DNA

Cell Based
Recombinant
protein
(support from CEPI)
Source: Biomedtracker, Biocentury, BIO Industry Analysis
1. PrEP Biopharm vaccine dsRNA, all others mRNA
Oxford, Astrazeneca: ChAdOx1. Symvivo: bacTRL-Spike. Baylor College: BCG tuberculosis vaccine.
Sinopharm with two vaccines in phase 1 trials (one beginning Apr 12 the other Apr 27)

Info as of March 12, 2021, not exhaustive

How Virus Variants Are Being Addressed
Continue Vaccinations

Monitor Spread

Develop New
Treatments/Vaccines

• Preliminary evidence
suggests currently authorized
vaccines will may provide
protection against variants
• Increased vaccination will
decrease the likelihood that
new variants will continue to
arise

• Genomic surveillance allows
researchers to characterize
new variants and examine
how new variants have
spread
• CDC and other public health
agencies are continuing to
monitor for the emergence of
new variants

• Industry is continuing to
investigate new treatments
and vaccines to address
variants
• FDA has released guidance
for industry on how to
accelerate testing while
maintaining high safety and
efficacy standards

Source: US Centers for Disease Control
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THE VACCINE LIFE CYCLE : SAFETY AT EVERY PHASE
VACCINE DEVELOPMENT
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

<100 participants

Several hundred
participants

Several 10s of
1,000s participants

PHASE 4

Continuous safety
monitoring and reporting
to FDA occurs along with
post approval research

Sponsors closely monitor
and report adverse events

GUIDE
ACIP: Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices, part of the
CDC (Reviews to inform
recommendations for vaccine use in
the U.S.)
BLA: Biologics License Application
CDC: The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (Supports
medical use and access
recommendations and a
communication network for vaccine
information.)
FDA: U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (Reviews to inform
recommendations for vaccine use in
the U.S.)

Learning
Safety and
Efficacy

IND: Investigational New Drug
Application
Source:
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/en
suringsafety/history/index.html

Basic
Research

Discovery

Pre-Clinical
Studies

Learning
Safety and
Efficacy
Clinical Studies/Trials

Confirming
Safety and
Efficacy
FDA Review

ACIP Review

Post-Approval Monitoring +
Research

Source: https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/ensuringsafety/history/index.html
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Vaccine Development and Distribution

ACIP

VRBPAC

Industry and NIH conduct clinical
trials on vaccine candidates

Vaccine candidate is submitted to
FDA for review, with input from
the VRBPAC

Manufacturers prepare vaccine
concurrently with clinical trials to
be ready to ship when authorized

CDC allocates initial doses based
on prioritization model, with input
from ACIP

Distributors maximize use of
existing infrastructure when
sending vaccine

Distribution facilities will receive
vaccines and ancillary supplies

Administration sites such as
hospitals, nursing homes,
pharmacies and others receive the
vaccine

FDA and CDC pharmacovigilance
includes post-trial monitoring for
adverse effects/additional safety
features

Source: https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/covid-19-vaccines/distribution/index.html
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Engagement to Build Vaccine Confidence
Communicating about Vaccine Data

Reaching Diverse Populations

“Global Pandemics:
Innovation for Early
Detection and a Coordinated
Response System”
Featuring Dr. Fauci, and leaders
from PhRMA, Genentech, Eli Lilly,
& Gilead
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State Challenges Pertaining to Logistics

1) New systems and processes
2) Phased rollout to high priority populations (states ultimately decide; federal
ACIP guide)
3) Provider enrollment and onboarding to administer/record vaccines
4) Ultracold storage requirements (unique requirements that impacts
distribution/adherence)
5) Multiple vaccines and doses (requires different doses; not interchangeable,
need right time)
6) Mass vaccination sites (Hospitals, pharmacies, CHCs, FQHCs, RHCs, mobile
sites, schools, worksites, etc.)
Source: NGA COVID Resources for States: December 2020
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Many of America’s Biopharmaceutical Companies Are Expanding
Their Assistance Programs To Help More People

950+

public and
private programs

The Medicine Assistance Tool (MAT)
is a web platform designed to help
patients, caregivers and health care
providers learn more about some of
the resources available to assist in
affording their medicines.

www.MAT.org
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For More Resources and Information, Visit
PhRMA.org/Coronavirus

An up-to-date list of member company efforts to combat COVID-19

A factsheet on the pipeline for new vaccine and treatments

Weekly tracker on clinical trials for treatments and vaccines

The latest Catalyst blog posts on COVID-19

Videos showcasing industry commitment and progress
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Thank you
Questions?
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CONFIDENTIAL

